American Home Products, strategy in practice, 4
Analysis
external (SWOT), 8
customer analysis, 9
industry analysis, 8–9
See also Strategic analysis
Apple
business strategy, 1–2
chip design vertical integration example, 121
competition with Google Maps, 105
competitive advantage over Dell, 128
differentiated products/prices, 80–81
differentiation strategy, 6, 82
and economic arbitrage, 166
emergent strategy example, 12
evolving mission, 9
innovation example (computer mouse), 179
integration strategy, 111
key strength, 204–205
markets, 6
premium price for high-end disruptive innovations, 184
staffing, 217
stores, 2, 3, 7, 11
strategic alliance with AT&T, 10–11, 135
strategy at, 1–2
successful/unsuccessful business strategies, 3
use of Gorilla Glass, 46
vertical integration, 99
Arbitrage strategy
definition, 168
and ethics, 166
for local integration and cost reduction, 166
Arms-length relationships, 135
The Art of War, 2
Asset-sharing platform (innovative strategy), 186–187
Assets
complementary, 169
definition, 47
Associate thinking, primary skill of innovators, 188
ASUS
example of dangers of outsourcing, 129
vertical integration strategy, 118
Attractiveness of an industry, 29
definition, 22
and Five Forces model, 30–31

B
Backward integration, 119–120
definition, 24
Balanced scorecard
definition, 227
tool, 227, 227f
Barriers
to change, 221
to competition, 90, 128
to entry, 26, 206
to imitation, 54, 121, 128
to mobility, 196–197

C
CAGE. See international strategy/expansion location issues
Cannibalization, fear of by incumbents, 184
Capabilities, 47–48
definition, 7, 47
dynamic, 48
first C of vertical integration, 120–121
as “how” of competitive advantage, 47
operating, 47
See also Strategic alliance management capability
Capital arbitrage, definition, 166
Causal ambiguity, 52
Change
difficulty of, 220–221
eight key tasks, 222–224
institutionalization of, 224
process summarization, 225f
three-step model (phases), 221–222, 221f
Cisco Systems
corporate strategy, 99
diversification and acquisition strategy, 98, 101
speed of integration, 112
use of corporate venture capital, 105
Coke
convenience of, 83–84
local responsiveness of, 162
The Company Diamond tool, 45, 54–55, 55f
data collection for, 55–56
strength/weakness analysis of company, 56–58, 57f, 58t
use in job searches, 56
Competition
forces shaping, 19
globalization response to, 158
international, 163–164
"perfect", 208
stopping, 105
too narrow definition of, 29
vs "local champion" (globalization issue), 161
See also Competitive advantage; Competitive strategy; Hypercompetition; Innovative strategies/ changing competition; Rivalry
Competitive advantage, 3–4
and accelerating innovation, 189–190
attributes, 50
capabilities as "how", 47–48
definition, 2
and market share, 69
measurement of, 4
resources as "what", 47
sustained, 54
example, 49–50
winning in time vs over time, 45
See also The Company Diamond tool; Porter’s Diamond of National Competitive Advantage; VRIO model of sustainability
Competitive failure, definition, 53
Competitive parity, definition, 53
Competitive strategy
evaluating competition, 199, 199f/
identify capabilities, 200
identify drives, 199
predict responses to moves, 200
use game theory for competitive response profile, 200–204
example (Delta Airlines), 194–195
for market environment/s, 206
dynamic environments, 210
monopoly, 206–207
oligopoly, 207–208
"perfect" competition, 208–210
principles, 204
bring strength against weakness, 205
develop inimitable strategies, 205–206
know your strengths/weaknesses, 204–205
protect/neutralize vulnerabilities, 205
understanding competitive landscape, 195
mobility barriers, 197–198
strategic groups, 196–197
strategy canvas, 197–198, 197f
Competitor response profile, 199f
definition, 199
See also Competitive strategy/evaluating competition
Complementary assets, alliances for access to, 169
Complementary products/services, definition, 33
Concentrated industry, definition, 22
Conglomerates, 104
ITT example, 104
Consumer perception, and product differentiation, 80
Consumption Chain mapping definition, 88
steps, 89t
consumers finding product, 89
customer awareness of need for product/services, 88
delivery/installation, 90
factor/s for final selection, 89
ordering/purchase process, 89–90
product repair/disposal, 91
product storage, 90
providing customer assistance, 90–91
return/exchange function, 91
Contractual (noneyequity) alliance, 137
Control (third C of vertical integration), 123–124
Convenience of a product for differentiation, 83–85
Cooperative strategy, 135
Coordination (second C of vertical integration), 121
interdependence types, 122f/
modular, 121–122
reciprocal, 122–123
sequential, 122
Core competencies (shared knowledge), 103
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), 253–254, 253f/
definition, 252
and performance, 254
Corporate strategy, 99
definition, 10
example in social value organization, 252
use of unit strategy, 99–100
Corporate Venture Capital (CVC), definition, 1–5
Corporation/s
definition, 232
ethics
and corporate culture, 241–242
creating ethical climate, 242–243
Credo example, 243
dimensions, 240
ethical orientations, 239
Google censorship example, 242
governance, 232
agency problem, 236–237, 236f/board of directors, 237–238
compensation and incentives, 238–239
differences in between economic and social-value organizations, 252
purpose/history, 232–233
shareholder primacy model, 233–234
stakeholder model, 234–235
Cost advantages, 26–27
business model and/or value chain changes, 74–75
definition, 6
sources, 62–63, 62t
different business model, 62
economies of scale/scope, 62, 63–67
input costs, 62, 72–74
learning and experience, 62, 67–72
proprietary knowledge, 62, 72
strategy (definition), 67
Tata Nano example, 61–62
differentiation advantage, 62
Cost-management strategy, use of scale and experience curves, 71
Cost synergies, 71–72
Creativity skills, 188
Cross-sell strategy, 187–188
Crowdsourcing and crowd/tasking/voting/creating innovation, 127
Cultural arbitrage, definition, 166
Cultural distance
definition, 160
and international expansion, 160
Culture
definition, 241
and ethics in a corporation, 241–242
Currency
exchange rates, 34
fluctuation as international expansion risk, 159, 159f
Customer segmentation, 85–86
based on demographics/customer attributes, 87
based on demographics/job to be done, 87, 88t
based on product attributes, 86
customer segments (definition), 86, 189
Customers
globalization response to, 158
as net promoters, 93–94
D
Decision-making tools. See Scale and experience curves/decision making tools
Deliberate strategy, definition, 12
Dell
corporate strategy, 117
mass customization innovation strategy example, 185
outsourcing strategy, 117–118
vs ASU vertical integration approach, 118
Demand growth, and rivalry, 23
Demographic forces, 35
Demographics/customer attributes, 87
Differentiation strategy, 6
Amazon example, 209–210
Facebook example, 79–80
product differentiation sources, 85
customer segmentation, 85–88
mapping the consumption chain, 88–91
and value, 50
vs cost advantage strategy, 62
See also Product differentiation
Digital cameras, differentiation advantage of, 82
The Discipline of Getting Things Done, 214
Discounting, and rivalry, 23–24
Diseconomies of scale, 65
time compression, 52
Disney
copyright protection efforts, 48
supPLIER power, 21, 23, 25–26
to understand opportunities/
threats, 21, 29
Profits, above-average, 3
Property rights in shareholder primary
model, 233
Proprietary knowledge, 62, 72
Purchasing
negotiating impact on costs, 73
volume impact on costs, 73
PVH, examples of economies of scope, 66–67

Q
Quality/reliability of a product for
differentiation, 83

R
Radical innovation, definition, 179
Rarity/uniqueness, 50
Reciprocal interdependence (for vertical
integration and outsourcing), 122–123
Related-constrained diversification,
definition, 100
Relational advantage, 135
Relative cost, definition, 71
Research and development (R&D)
(nonproduction cost), 64
Resource allocation, dimension of
strategy, 9–10
Resource-based view of firm, 47–49
capabilities, 47–48
definition, 9
priorities, 49
resources, 47
Resources
"back end" (technological/operational), 101
categories of, 47
definition, 7, 47
"front end" (customer facing), 101
lack of, 107
monopolist limitations to strategy, 206
tangible/intangible, 47
as "what" of competitive advantage, 47
Return
on assets (ROA), 4
equity (ROE), 4
on net assets (RONA), Dell example, 118
Risk
of alliances, 143
hold-up, 143
misrepresentation, 143
definition, 4
of international expansion, 158–159
of licensing, 169
managing and globalization, 157
mitigating through trust-building
steps, 143–144
Rivalry
among established companies (influencing
factors), 22
discounting for oversupply, 23–24
high exit barriers, 24
number/relative size of competitors, 22
and price wars, 22, 23
relatively standardized products, 22–23
slow growth in demand, 23
switching costs, 23
unused production capacity, 23
definition, 21
vs substitute, 28

S
S-curve. See Innovation, and product/business/
industry life cycle
Scale and experience curves/decision mak-
ing tools, 70
acquisition strategy, 71–72
cost-management strategy, 71
growth/investment strategy, 70
pricing strategy, 70–71
Scale curve, 65–66, 69

See also Scale and experience curves/
decision making tools
Scarcity, and profits, 50
Sears Holdings
diamond profile, 57–58, 58t
G&A costs, 64
Segmentation analysis, definition, 9
Sequential interdependence (for vertical
integration and outsourcing), 122
7 S model of alignment, 11, 215, 215f
effective use of, 216
elements
shared values, 218–220
skills, 217
staffing, 217
strategy, 215
structure, 215–217
style, 216
systems, 217
hard triangle and soft square, 219
inclusion of Stakeholder and Situation,
219–220, 220f
as tool for ethical climate creation, 218
use in social-value organizations, 252
Shakti Ammos/Shaktimaans, 162
Shared knowledge (core competencies), 103
Shared values, 218–219
definition, 218
Shareholder primary model, 233–234
definition, 233
Shareholders, definition, 13
"Short leaps" See Stepping stone mechanism
Simplifares (Delta Airlines), 194–195
Single business, definition, 195
Situation, inclusion with 7 S model, 219–220
Skills, definition, 217
Social entrepreneur/s
base of the pyramid (BoP), 258
definition, 248
examples, 247–248, 255–256
skills, 256–257
social bricoleur, 256
social constructor, 256
social engineer, 257
Social entrepreneurship, 254–255
challenges, 257–258
definition, 254
types, 257f
capacity building, 255
institutional change, 255
Social forces, and industry, 36
Social value organizations, 248–249
Fundacion Paraguaya example, 247–248
and tools of strategy, 249
corporate strategy and alliances, 252
cost/differentiation/innovative strate-
gies, 251–252
external analysis and value net, 249–251, 250f
implementation and governance, 252
internal analysis/resources and
capabilities, 251
Socially responsible investing, 256
Soft square (in 7 S model), 215f, 219
Southwest Airline, strategy canvas,
197–198, 197f
Stakeholders
definition, 13, 234
with 7 S model, 219–220
stakeholder model, 234–235
definition, 233
intrinsic stakeholder model, 234
map, 235
vs shareholder primary model, 233
Standardization
definition, 162
vs local responsiveness, 162
Standardized vs differentiated products, 23–24
Starbucks
and adjacent markets, 101–102
building resources to differentiate, 92
Card, 89–90
convenience differentiator, 83
differentiation, 6, 7
mission, 8
Stepping stone mechanism, 104–105
Strategic alliance, 10, 134–135
definition, 134
management capability, 146
external visibility increase, 146–147
Hewlett-Packard example, 146, 147f
internal coordination function, 147
intervention/accountability facilita-
tion, 147–148
knowledge management
improvements, 146
"strategic" inputs meriting alliances, 136
Tokyo Disneyland example, 133–134, 134f
types, 137f
vs arms-length relationships, 135
See also Alliances; Value creation
through alliances
Strategic choices/decisions, 5–6, 6f
defining firm’s industry, 19, 20f, 20t
"make, buy, or ally" example, 136
markets, 6
resources and capabilities, 7
starting point, 30
sustaining advantage, 7
unique value, 6–7
Strategic formulation
guidelines (information and analysis), 8
external analysis, 8–9
internal analysis, 9–10
mission, 8
process, 10, 11f
strategy implementation, 11–12
strategy vehicles, 10–11
Strategic group
analysis, 195–196
definition, 195
map, 196–197, 196f, 198, 198f
Strategic management process, 4–7, 5f
central task of, 5
definition, 4
strategic choices, 5–6, 6f
strategic leaders, 12
eight key tasks, 222–224
Strategy implementation, 11–12, 214
definition, 11
Google example, 213–214
and metrics, 12
step 1 alignment (T S model) tool, 215–220, 215f, 220f
effective use of, 216
step 2 strategic change, 220–221
eight steps to successful implementation, 222–224, 225f
phases of change, 221–222
step 3 measurement, 225
balanced scorecard, 227, 227f
line of sight, 225–226
Strategy vehicles, definition, 10
Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT external analysis), 8
Structure
definition, 215
organization by function, 216
organization chart, 215–216
two Ms
M-form corporation, 216–217
matrix structure, 216
Style
definition, 218
and organization’s culture, 218, 242–243
Subcontractor, definition, 121
Subsidiaries (wholly owned)
definition, 170
as mode of international market entry, 170
Substitute
definition, 21
vs rivalry, 28
Substitute products (threat of), 21, 23, 28–29
awareness and availability, 28
price and performance, 29
switching costs, 23
Sunk cost fallacy, definition, 106
Superordinate goals, definition, 218
Supplier
bargaining power over (to lower costs), 72–73
deinition, 24
steps to prevent competition from, 128
Supplier power, 21, 25–26
forward integration threat, 26
number/concentration/size of suppliers, 25–26
and switching costs, 23
Supply agreements, 137
Sustaining advantage, 7
sustainable stakeholder advantage (definition), 249
See also Competitive advantage; VRIO model of sustainability
"Sustaining" innovation, 179
Switching costs
as a barrier to competition, 90
definition, 23
SWOT analysis, definition, 8
Synergy, 102
Systems, definition, 217

T
Takeover/bury integration strategy, 111
Tangible/intangible resources, 47
Target, upscale discount retailing
move, 10, 12
Task specialization, 64
Tata Nano
economies of scale, 63
example of cost advantages, 61–62
factors influencing sales, 75
proprietary knowledge, 72
repositioning with Tata Twist, 75
Technological change (within an industry), 33–34
Technology, corporate venture capital to stay ahead of, 105–106
Tesla
high-end disruption strategy, 184–185
and unattractive market, 30, 31
Third-party pay strategy, 188–189
definition, 188
Threats, definition, 21
Time compression diseconomies, 52
Tit-for-tat strategy (game theory), 203, 208
Top-down disruptive innovations
See High-end disruptive innovations
Toyota
and Boshoku (alliance-specific resources example), 142
brand images, 85
cooperation with suppliers, 73
equity alliances, 138
kaizen (continuous process improvement) method, 48
"lean manufacturing" innovation, 179
outsourcing and focus, 125
Production System (TPS), 52, 72, 141
proprietary knowledge example, 72
Trade secrets, 51
Transaction costs, 124, 142
Transaction-specific asset
definition, 123
and hold-up costs, 124
Transnational strategies
definition, 167
for local integration and cost reduction, 167, 167f
Transparency, during acquisition process, 111
Trust
in alliances, 143–144
legal contracts, 144–145, 145t
personal trust, 144
shared ownership/collateral bonds, 145

U
Unilever
economies of scale/scope, 157
managing economic distance example, 162
multidomestic strategy, 163
Unique value, 6–7
in career choices, 94
definition, 2
for students (Detroit Mercy Law School), 251
Unit of analysis, 65, 68
Unrelated diversified firm, definition, 100
Unused production capacity, and rivalry, 23
Upstream activities, 119
User-generated content (UGC) site, and copyright protections, 48

V
Value
as an attribute of competitive advantage, 50
creation through alliances, 140
combine unique resources, 140–141
create alliance-specific (new) resources, 142
lower transaction costs, 142–143
pool similar resources, 141
economic, 248
shared, 248
social, 248
Value chain, 46–47, 46f
cost advantage of streamlining, 74
definition, 46, 74, 119
gasoline example, 119, 119f
reconfiguration (disintermediation)
innovative strategy, 181–182
reconfiguration for mass customization, 185
upstream/downstream activities, 119
and vertical integration/specialization, 119
Value net model, 250–251, 250f
Value proposition. See Unique value
Values
Pixar example, 49
and priorities, 49
Vertical alliance, 138–139
Bose example, 139
definition, 138
Vertical integration, 11, 119
ASUS example, 118
danger of/two Fs, 124
loss of flexibility, 124–125
loss of focus, 125–126
definition, 99
three Cs of, 120, 121t
capabilities, 120–121
control, 123–124
coordination, 121–123
Vertical specialization, 119
and marketplace discipline, 125–126
Virtuous circle, definition, 52
Vision, definition, 222
VRIO model of sustainability
to assess competitive advantage, 53–54, 53f
characteristics
inimitability, 50–52
organization’s ability to exploit resources, 50, 53
rarity, 50
value, 50
See also The Company Diamond tool; Competitive advantage

W
Walmart
"back end" resources, 101
convenience, 84
diamond analysis of, 57, 57f
economic arbitrage, 166
emphasis on information systems, 12, 46
entry into unattractive market, 31
functional strategies, 6, 7, 12
G&A costs, 64
growth (domestic and international), 156f
purchasing and negotiating tactics, 73
Wells Fargo, ethical lapse, 231–232